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BOOKS IN BRIEF: A Luxury of Logophiliatry

Heather McHugh is editor of The Best American Poetry 2007
(New York: Scribner, 2007, 169 pp, $30 hardbound, $16 paper),
with David Lehman as series editor for the twentieth year.
McHugh in her introduction holds theme and instrument
inseparable: “the oddity and opportunity of verbal life” have
seemed to her “not just a poem’s object but its fundamental
subject.” The introduction itself is very like a poem: “A
logophiliacal hunger craves amazement. And words can blaze!—
most brightly where (like fires) their logs are interlaid with airs.”
The dance of those long a’s, the logs in logo-, the syntactic
synapses—all invite the reader to play, to become, indeed,
logophiliac. Yet language as subject need not be solipsistic.
Verbal hijinks, with the delight and laughter they provoke, can
transcend and transform “the means of the meaning business.”

As a self-described “logic-and-structure addict,” McHugh has
enjoyed in assembling this “bestov, schmestov” convocation the
verbal coincidences between poems as they line up by their poets’
abecedarian order. Jeannette Allée’s wicked “Crimble of Staines”
leads to Rae Armantrout’s “Scumble.” Robert Creeley’s “Valentine
for You,” with its anaphoric structure of Where- words, leads
across the page to Linh Dinh’s parade of lines beginning with
Like. The reader will enjoy discovering other pairings, perhaps
suspecting as McHugh hints that some poems might have made
the cut because they irresistibly resonated with an alphabetical
neighbor. Other poems she has chosen for the collection use the
alphabet as structural principle: Mike Dockins’s comic harangue
“Dead Critics Society” doubles the abecedarian odds, beginning
“Zooks! What have I done with my anthologies? I’ll need a” and
ending “awaiting death—the only theme suitable for a poetry
buzz.” Matthea Harvey’s pair from her series “The Future of
Terror / Terror of the Future” draws on words she found in the
dictionary between future and terror, playing through initial and
internal alliteration and assonance, modulating from one letter
to the next—first in alphabetical order then inverting the order
in the sibling section. Employing a related strategy, Natasha
Sajé begins all but the tricky last line of “F” (on the obvious
subject) with that letter.

Not only do such generative procedures affect content, they may
appear to effect evaporation of content. Kary Wayson implies
that the title of her “Flu Song in Spanish” is a joke; she was


